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About This Game

Player leads team of 5 miners, who mines deeper and deeper for precious gems and other treasures. Excavations are performed
on a small, but very rich in raw materials, planet called Morg. It is a perfect place for mining. Varied topography and beautiful
scenery encourages for digging. Everyday, miners find lots of rubies, emeralds, gold, diamonds and other treasures which they
have to give back to the owner of all mines. One day, The Mine - owner of all mines on the planet, announced competition for
the best mining team. Winner will receive the first prize - one of the richest mines on the planet! Additionally, winning team
will keep for their own all treasures found during competition. Why dig a whole life for The Mine, if you can dig for yourself

and become the richest miner on the planet?!

However, victory will not come so easy. You will have to beat other teams and watch out for many hostile creatures who live in
the caves. You will also have to cope with the mines itself, as they are placed in really wild and inaccessible places. Luckily,

competition rules allows to use various tools like explosives, mobile teleport or advanced mining tools.

Don’t waste your time and send your application to the competition today!

Game features:

campaign and “free play” modes (20 maps)

4 unique races with their own characteristics
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5 mine graphic sets

21 precious gems to dig and to sell in the bank

6 advanced tools to buy in the shop

72 achievements to get

3 ways to control miners

hand-drawn pictures

map and campaign editor included

half-open game construction
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the miners song youtube. the miners wallsend menu. the miners arms mithian. the miners silver ghost. coal miner's daughter
movie free. the miners way trail. coal miner's daughter free movie online. coal miner's daughter full watch. coal miners
emphysema. the miners den royal oak. the undertaker miners haven. the miners table. the miners yakima. the miners gala 2018.
the miners arms mytchett. the miners exchange colorado springs. the final sacrifice miners haven. coal miner's daughter free.
the miners way kent. the golden miner hacked unblocked. the gold miners inn grass valley. the miners sling. the 100 miners.
meet the miners 2018. coal miners kamo. the miners grill. the miners arms sling. the miners song by rita macneil. the miners
camp. the miners gazette. the miners hymns. the miners theatre ammanford. the miners union

I was wondering how to download these videos from Steam
Anyone knows?. Great, very challenging platformer with tons of contents!

If you only want to finish the game, it\u2019s actually not that difficult.
But if you want to collect all gems and magic potions, and unlock No Dash achievement for every gem, prepare yourself to meet
nightmare-inducing puzzles that will eat away at your heart.

The game introduces a unique gameplay mechanic in every level, and it contains SIXTY THREE levels. That\u2019s a huge
variety! Many of them will really surprise you and make you go, \u201cOooohh...\u201d when you figure it out. The developer
is also very dedicated and always respond quickly to issues (such as bugs and balancing).

If you like a platformer that requires both reflex and wit, get this game.. I would have recommended this game as positive, but it
got stuck on collecting wooden pieces on the pier. No matter how many times I went back and forth or tried to click to collect
the wooden piece, it would not allow me to do so and therefore I could not continue with the game and therefore I cannot
recommend this specific play. Having said that - up tothis time the game was good and I enjoyed the fact that you had to collect
your 'hints'. It was more challenging therefore.. well, what can i really say about this story.. it just freaking me out in the end.
The main think that i like about this game is when i was playing it, i forget that this is just a game and i fall in the story like it
was all about mine but than it turns out a horrible deadend,

I recommend to play this game for those who like this kind of story based games,. great skins!
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game crashes way to manys times. it this problem were to be fixed then it would be pretty cool. Excellent, had a lot of fun in this
short game. But devs please take this game forward and add more to it. So we can come back and play some more..
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. There are some really good parts to the three stories in Entre-Deux: Cursed but they only
show themselves a little bit. They feel a bit rushed in many parts which is sad because they seem to have a great deal of lore to
them. That is almost part of the issue. Much of the lore is not explained or not explained very much. Terms, places, religions,
there is a whole world going on in these stories but I haven\u2019t the faintest idea what this world is most of the time. The
soundtrack is good, a bit repetitive but good none the less. The Entre-Deux story was by far the best of the bunch. Dark Fairies
and Cursed Queen was also decent. Witch and Seimoya was easily the weakest. It lacked any real chocies to make to affect the
story. All 3 sufffered from a turn based combat part in which you have no control over which moves are used which makes the
entire battle random and out of your hands. This should have been scrapped or the player should be given more choice in the
combat like a real turn based strategy game. It was infuriating to have to redo one battle three times due to no fault of my own.

\tI played Entre-Deux: Cursed on Linux on version 2.0 of the game. It never crashed on me once. I didn\u2019t encounter any
typos or spelling errors. It supported manual saves and plenty of slots for them. I finished all three stories in a total of 32
minutes. I am not against short games if it provides a good experience but the developer should have taken a bit more time to
flesh out the stories more given all of the background details and so they didn\u2019t feel so rushed. I paid $2.29 CAD for it
and while that isn\u2019t much money it still feels a bit light for content. There are a lot of visual novels out there which offer a
better story, more choices and similar cost. I think the developer shows potential with this and hopefully their other games hit
the mark better.

My Score: 5.5\/10

My System:

AMD Ryzen 5 2600X | 16GB DDR4-3000 CL15 | MSI RX 580 8GB Gaming X | Mesa 18.3.3 | Manjaro Mate | Kernel
4.20.11-1-MANJARO. The difficulty is quite easy for a roguelike genre, but that was the purpose I guess. Very engaging, fast-
paced, some bugs here and there, but in overall it feels very decent. The price tag is... high... but up until now, I spent 10h+ in
the game and still having fun. Somehow it reminds me about Alienshooter :) Before work I do a quick run and my day can start
^.^. This game is nice if you have some spare time and you want to enjoy it. Price is worth it too!. Not good a thumbs down
brought the game you only get the menu option and its only to exit the game.. really good game, its very interesting and feels
very real. it actaully requires you to go outside of the game to figure out some puzzles, ex google maps. def worth it at the 2
dollar price.
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